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Cadwell Park is always interesting. It’s not as big as some
venues, but it’s a driver’s circuit. Small enough for drivers
to develop an almost intimate knowledge but still retain
challenges that only deeper focus can overcome. Adam
really enjoys Cadwell.

Scrutineering on Saturday threw up a couple of advisories
that were rectiﬁed that evening prior to Sunday’s action.
The scrutineers at this event are thorough in their task and
we always take on board their comments and suggestions.

We noted the entry list was depleted of WRC cars and R5s
which made for a real clubman’s rally atmosphere.

Adam got in the groove quickly in the stage and with his foot
to the pedal recorded a time of 7:02 minutes for the 5.94
mile stage – not bad for a standard issue Micra. However,
our fears of the unrealised opportunity of SS4 were evident
as Ron was three seconds quicker – had he gone over to
wets by now as well?

Another 11 seconds were dropped on SS6, despite a sharply
driven stage and this left us 26 seconds adrift overall going
into the dark. The Puma’s higher speciﬁcation was coming
into its own.

With 12 starters in our class and several of these in the
MSN Championship, it was vital to get oﬀ to a ﬂyer.
Posting a good time on SS1 and being only a second
behind Championship leader Ron Walker in his ex-works
Ford Puma gave us some hope for the day.

SS2 was cancelled whilst we were in passage and so we
continued with our original set up for SS3 and another good
run followed. However we did lose 11 seconds on Ron and
during the recess we debated changing our tyres to give
more grip in the foreseeably wet SS4 to come. Duly
equipped with wets on, we proceeded to MTC1 with some
expectation, only for this plan to be scuppered by the
unfortunate cancellation of SS4. A bad impact accident by
all accounts. Immediate thoughts were with the crew.

Any potential advantage that we may have had was washed
away with the worsening weather and in the early lunch
break it seemed as though Michelin we’re doing a roaring
trade in wet tyres.

Two time
cards later,
one rightfully
but randomly
issued after
the cancellation and then
reissued in
the correct
running
order, we
were ready
for SS5.
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So, light pod on, we decided to consolidate our position and
drive at a conservatively hard pace. Adam sees the dark as
he does the light.

“The track is still there, it hasn’t moved.” He quips, adding
“I know where I’m going around this place, the lines are the
same, the car is the same, the driver’s the same.”
Conﬁdence is a great spur.

After a superbly driven stage, Adam had clawed back the
11 seconds lost on SS6. Could we possibly overturn Ron’s
15 second advantage on the ﬁnal stage?

It was unlikely and so it proved, although another eightsecond gain was no mean feat. We were where we expected
to be – the best of the rest, second in the MSN and fourth in
class. We were left contemplating the two lost stages that
may have brought forth the extra seconds needed for
maximum points.

After further discussion with our service crew of Nigel and
John, we all concluded that we did as much as we could to
max out the day, achieving another good ﬁnish.

Ray Ripper, Co-Driver

